
 
 

SUMMARY 
  
 
IIN YUSLIANA. Design of Financial Incentive Based on Performance for Civil 
Servants Education Personnel at IPB. Supervised by MOHAMAD SYAMSUL 
MAARIF and SAM HERODIAN.  
        

Incentive as a part of compensation, which relates salary and productivity, is 
a form of appreciation for workers who able to fulfill the standard for assignment 
and/or overcome the standard. Incentive system which proper and fair is 
achievement based incentive. To support education personnel performance, there 
should be a system that able to valuate theirs performance. This system must be 
accurate in reflecting their performance. 

 Purpose of this research was designing a system to evaluate performance 
of education personnel by scoring the results of their job desk. This score was 
used to calculate the inventive given. Data collection was done by compiling 
inputs on scoring criteria which was relevant with performance of education 
personnel. Questionnaires were spread to gather the data from respondents. The 
data was about relevancy between the job desk and perception of education 
personnel in IPB. Scoring index of performance was determined by interviewing 
executives in IPB. 

 Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) was used to analyze the data. Before 
analyzed using SEM, dimensions used in SEM had been analyzed by 
Confirmatory Factor Analysis. Evaluation of SEM was done to get and evaluate 
the suitability of proposed model.  Confirmatory Factor Analysis shown that each 
indicators or dimension which formed latent variable had proper outcome. Score 
of loading factor from all dimensions were greater than 0.40, meant that 
exogenous construct had shown dimensionality union. Based on analysis of 
indigenous confirmatory construction, model purposed on this research is feasible 
for further analysis without modification or adjustments.  

There were 16 indicators which have standardized loading factors > 0.70. 
This indicator would be used to weighting score using Eckenrode method. From 
the calculation of the respondents, interms of existing indicators, quality of their 
work has the greatest weight (0.10). In a point system development, is the 
determination of the degree of each factor employment and criteria for assessment 
of each indicator.  Based on position evaluation using point system, each position 
has different score. Amount of IDR per point is depending on available budget. 
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